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Low-temperature spin dynamics of the double-layered perovskite La222xSr112xMn2O7 ~LSMO327! was
systematically studied in a wide hole concentration range (0.3<x,0.5). The spin-wave dispersion, which is
almost perfectly two-dimensional, has two branches due to a coupling between layers within a double-layer.
Each branch exhibits a characteristic intensity oscillation along the out-of-plane direction. We found that the
in-plane spin stiffness constant and the gap between the two branches strongly depend onx. By fitting to
calculated dispersion relations and cross sections assuming a Heisenberg model, we have obtained the in-plane
(Ji), intra-bilayer (J') and inter-bilayer (J8) exchange interactions at eachx. At x50.30, Ji524 meV and
J'525 meV, namely almost isotropic and ferromagnetic. Upon increasingx, J' rapidly approaches zero
while uJiu increases slightly, indicating an enhancement of the planar magnetic anisotropy. Atx50.48, Ji
reaches29 meV, while J' turns to 11 meV, indicating an antiferromagnetic interaction. Such a drastic
change of the exchange interactions can be ascribed to the change of the relative stability of thedx22y2 and
d3z22r 2 orbital states upon doping. However, a simple linear combination of the two states results in an orbital
state with an orthorhombic symmetry, which is inconsistent with theI4/mmm tetragonal symmetry of the
crystal structure. We thus propose that an ‘‘orbital liquid’’ state realizes in LSMO327, where the charge
distribution symmetry is kept tetragonal around each Mn site. Orbital liquid states are formulated in a theo-
retical model which takes into account strong electron correlations. The calculated results satisfactorily explain
the systematic changes of the exchange interactions in LSMO327 observed in the experiments.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.65.064414 PACS number~s!: 75.30.Ds, 75.30.Et, 61.12.2q, 75.10.2b
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I. INTRODUCTION

Rare-earth doped Mn perovskite oxide R12xAxMnO3 ~R:
rare-earth ion; A: alkaline-earth ion! is a prototype of the
colossal magnetoresistance~CMR! materials. Considerable
amounts of efforts have been made to clarify the magne
electrical, and structural properties of these systems.1–10 It
has become recognized that the complex and delicate
ance among the internal degrees of freedom of electrons,
charge, spin, and orbital, is a key to understand the phy
of these materials.10,11 In the Mn perovskite oxides, the or
bital degree of freedom arises from an electron in the dou
degeneratedeg states of a Mn31 ion in a MnO6 octahedron.
Comparing with the charge and spin degrees of freed
however, the orbital degree of freedom has been much
explored, partially due to lack of experimental techniques
directly measure the ordering processes and the states,
the exception of a pioneering work by Akimitsu and Ito wh
have established the orbital ordered state in K2CuF4 by mea-
suring the anisotropy of the magnetic form factor using p
larized neutrons.12 Recently, resonant x-ray scattering tec
niques were successfully applied to the detection of
orbital ordering process in La0.5Sr1.5MnO4,13 which was a
significant step toward the understanding of the ‘‘third’’ d
gree of freedom of electrons. In the case of LaMnO3, the
resonant x-ray scattering techniques have provided di
evidence of the orbital ordering.14 Two-dimensional~2D!
planar ferromagnetic coupling found in this thre
0163-1829/2002/65~6!/064414~10!/$20.00 65 0644
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dimensional~3D! lattice can be naturally explained by th
orbital ordering.15–18

R12xAxMnO3 consists of corner sharing MnO6 octahedra
which are three-dimensionally connected. Due to misma
of ionic radii of Mn and (R12xAx) ions, the Mn–O–Mn
bond angle deviates from 180°, which is called buckling19

Since doping holes inevitably alter the average ionic rad
of an (R12xAx) ion, the amount of buckling also change
resulting in a variety of crystal structures.20 Structural phase
transitions are also observed with changing temperature5,21

and can be induced by an external magnetic field.22 The com-
plexity of structural properties of R12xAxMnO3 is an inter-
esting issue,23 but makes it difficult to study the role an
significance of the orbital degree of freedom in the magne
and transport properties, because orbitals are strongly
fected by surrounding structural environment.

Mn perovskite oxides are generally represented by
Ruddlesden–Popper notation (R,A)n11MnnO3n11, where
the effective dimensionality can be adjusted by changing
number of MnO2 sheets,n, blocked with (R,A)2O2 layers.
As for the double-layered Mn perovskite (n52), Moritomo
et al.24 have found an extremely large magnetoresista
around the Curie temperatureTC in a single crystal of
La1.2Sr1.8Mn2O7, which was followed by intensive studies o
La222xSr112xMn2O7 ~LSMO327! and related compounds.25

Figure 1 schematically shows the structure and the magn
cally ordered state atx50.40.26 A comprehensive magneti
©2002 The American Physical Society14-1
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K. HIROTA et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 064414
and structural phase diagram of LSMO327 has been es
lished by Kubotaet al.27,28 in a wide range ofx (0.30<x
<0.50) through systematic powder neutron-diffraction stu
ies combined with the Rietveld analysis. They have fou
that LSMO327 exhibits a planar ferromagnetic~FM! struc-
ture FM-I in the range 0.32<x<0.38 at low temperature
and that a finite canting angle between neighboring lay
starts appearing aroundx;0.39 and reaches 180°~AFM-I,
i.e., A-type AFM! for x>0.48. They also found that the mag
netic moments are aligned parallel to thec-axis atx50.30,
indicating a phase boundary betweenx50.30 and 0.32. At
x50.50, the magnetic structure exhibits complicated te
perature dependence due to charge ordering.29,30

In contrast to the rich magnetic phase diagram, the st
ture of LSMO327 is fairly simple. Although anomalou
structural behaviors were reported aroundTC suggesting a
strong coupling among charge, spin and lattice,31,32 there is
only a single tetragonal (I4/mmm) phase in the entire hole
concentration (0.30<x<1.0) and temperature ranges (T
<400 K) studied so far, except a recently discovered ort
rhombic (Immm) phase which exists in a limited concentr
tion range (0.75,x,0.95).33 This simplicity is most likely
due to the layered structure itself which absorbs the chan

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the magnetic spin arra
ment on Mn ions in theI4/mmmtetragonal cell of La1.2Sr1.8Mn2O7.
Each Mn ion is surrounded by an O6 octahedron. The lattice param
eters area5b53.87 andc520.1 Å at 10 K~Ref. 26!. Notations
are explained in Sec. IV.
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of the Mn–O bond lengths and the average ionic radii of
and Sr ions upon doping. It was also found that the Jah
Teller ~JT! type lattice distortionDJT of Mn-O6 octahedra
monotonically changes with increasingx.28 Note that DJT
here is defined by the ratio of the averaged apical Mn
bond length to the equatorial Mn–O bond length, i.e.,DJT
[(dMn–O(1)1dMn–O(2))/2dMn–O(3) , where dMn–O is a dis-
tance between nearest neighbor~NN! Mn and O ions. The
positions of the O ions are depicted in Fig. 1. The results
in good agreement with x-ray diffraction measurements.36,37

The JT distortion in LSMO327 stabilizes eitherdx22y2 or
d3z22r 2 state. The contraction of MnO6 octahedra upon dop
ing implies the stabilization of thedx22y2 state, i.e., a
pseudo-2Deg band, in a heavily doped region. As discuss
later, such a structural change itself cannot account for
systematic changes of the exchange interactions within
conventional double exchange scenario. The dominanc
the A-type AFM structure with the decrease ofDJT is as-
cribed to the change in theeg orbital state fromd3z22r 2 to
dx22y2.26,28 The importance of theeg orbital state was also
pointed out in striction measurements by Kimuraet al.34 as
well as Argyriouet al.32 and Medardeet al.35

The dynamical magnetic properties of LSMO327 withx
50.4 were measured by Fujiokaet al.38 They found that the
spin wave dispersion is almost perfectly 2D with the in-pla
spin stiffness constantD;151 meV Å . This value is similar
to that of La12xSrxMnO3 ~LSMO113! with x;0.3, though
TC of LSMO113 is three times higher. They found that the
exist two branches due to a coupling between layerswithin a
double-layer. They have analyzed the spin-wave dispers
and the differential scattering cross section by applying
Holstein–Primakoff transformation to a Heisenberg Ham
tonian with in-planeJi and intra-bilayerJ' interactions~see
Fig. 1!. They have estimated that theintra-bilayer coupling
is ;30% of the in-plane coupling, which is contrary to th
fact that the Mn–O bond lengths are similar. They specula
that the dx22y2 orbital is dominant atx50.40, which en-
hances the double-exchange, i.e., ferromagnetic, interac
within the planes. This interpretation is consistent with t
conclusion drawn by previous structural studies.27,28 The
l-dependence of the scattering intensity due to the spin w
shows an excellent agreement with the theoretical calcula
of the differential scattering cross section. Similar inelas
neutron-scattering experiments were independently p
formed by Chatterjiet al.,39 which gives consistent result
with that of Fujiokaet al.38 The low-energy spin-wave exci
tations were measured by Chatterjiet al.40 and Rosenkranzet
al.,41 which revealed theinter-bilayer exchange interaction
as well as the anisotropy gap atx50.40.

The importance of theeg orbital state in determining the
magnetic and transport properties of LSMO327 is cle
Moreover, its simple structure makes LSMO327 more fav
able platform to study the roles of orbital degree of freed
than LSMO113. The resonant x-ray scattering techniq
however, is not directly applicable to LSMO327 because
superlattice reflections resulting from an antiferro-type
bital ordering, as seen in LaMnO3, is not expected to be see
in LSMO327 in the 0.30<x,0.5 range. Instead, it is neces
sary to determine theeg orbital polarization. In the presen
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SPIN DYNAMICAL PROPERTIES AND ORBITAL . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 064414
study, we have carried out a series of inelastic neutr
scattering measurements on single crystals of the lay
perovskite La222xSr112xMn2O7 at x50.30, 0.35, 0.40, and
0.48. To quantitatively determine the magnetic interaction
LSMO327, we have calculated the spin-wave dispersion
the differential scattering cross section numerically by app
ing the Holstein–Primakoff transformation42 and the Bogo-
liubov transformation to a Heisenberg model with the
planeJi , intra-bilayer J' , and inter-bilayer J8 interactions.
We found that the exchange interactions systematic
change with changingx. Such anx dependence of the ex
change interactions is well explained by an orbital liqu
picture.

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

LSMO327 powder was prepared by solid-state react
using prescribed amount of pre-dried La2O3 ~99.9%!,
Mn 3O4 ~99.9%!, and SrCO3 ~99.99%!. The powder mixture
was calcined in the air. The first firing was carried out
1250 °C for 24 h. Each additional firing was done for 12–
h at 25250 °C higher than the previous firing temperatu
then the calcined powder was finely ground and chec
with x-ray diffraction. This process was repeated until
trace of foreign phases was observed. The final firing te
peratures were 1425 °C forx50.3 and 1375 °C forx
50.35–0.48. Note that these sufficiently high firing tempe
tures are essential to facilitate adequate solid-state reac
for LSMO327.26 The calcined powder was then pressed in
a rod (8f3100 mm) and heated at 1450 °C for 24
Single crystals were melt-grown in flowing 100% O2 in a
floating zone optical image furnace with a traveling speed
15 mm/h. To grow a single-domain crystal, we paid spec
attention to the stabilization of the floating zone, and e
ployed the necking and seeding techniques repeatedly,
of which are effective in excluding undesired domains.26 We
pulverized several parts of single crystals and checked w
x-ray diffraction. All the samples used in the present stu
show no indication of impurity phases. To check the inh
mogeneity along the radial direction, we checked the cr
sections~7 cm from the seed! of thex50.40, 0.45, and 0.48
samples with electron probe microanalysis~EPMA!. Map
scans exhibit no particular spatial inhomogeneity within
instrumental error. Thex50.30 sample was examined b
inductively coupled plasma~ICP! analysis, which revealed
that the ratio of La, Sr, and Mn is 28.6: 32.2: 39.2, which
in good agreement with the ideal ratio, 28.0: 32.0: 40.0.
though stacking faults in the double layered structure m
result in the La12xSrxMnO3 and La12xSr11xMnO4 phases,
such foreign phases should be no more than 1% of the
volume according to the analyses mentioned above. We
believe that our samples are sufficiently stoichiometric a
homogeneous for measurements of the spin dynamics, w
is not very sensitive to a tiny amount of impurities, if an
Similarly grown samples in the range 0.3<x<0.5 were pul-
verized and studied in detail by powder neutron diffracti
techniques using the Rietveld analysis method. The res
were already published in Refs. 27,28. The transport
magnetic properties of the samples were also measured,
06441
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of which were published in Refs. 43,44. The results are c
sistent with previously reported data,24 which also proves
sufficient quality of our samples. The samples cut from
end part of melt-grown rods have a cylindrical shape, wh
size is typically 5f320–30 mm. We have checked by ne
tron diffraction that all samples are single domain with
mosaic spread of 0.3° –0.8 ° full-width-at-half-maximu
~FWHM!.

Neutron-scattering measurements were carried out u
the Tohoku University triple-axis spectrometerTOPAN lo-
cated in the JRR-3M reactor of the Japan Atomic Ene
Research Institute~JAERI!. The spectrometer was set up
the standard triple-axis mode with the fixed final energyEf
at 13.5 meV or 14.7 meV and the horizontal collimation
Blank-608-S-608-Blank or Blank-1008-S-1008-Blank. The
(0 0 2) reflection of pyrolytic graphite~PG! was used to
monochromate and analyze the neutron beam, together
a PG filter to eliminate higher order contamination. T
sample was mounted in an Al can so as to give the (h 0 l )
zone in the tetragonalI4/mmm notation. The Al can was
then attached to the cold finger of a closed-cycle He
refrigerator. All the data were taken at 10 K.

III. RESULTS

As shown by Fujiokaet al.38 and Chatterjiet al.,39,40 the
spin-wave dispersion of LSMO327 withx50.4 should have
two modes, i.e., acoustic~A! and optical~O! branches, due to
a coupling between layers within a double-layer. It was th
retically shown that the A-branch has maximum intensity
l 55n (n: integer!, while the phase of the O-branch
shifted byp in the double-layered system.38 We thus mea-
sured the spin-wave dispersions along@h 0 0# around
(1 0 0) and (1 0 5) for the A-branch and aroun
(1 0 2.5) and (1 0 7.5) for the O-branch. To study t
differential cross sections of spin waves, we have also m
sured thel-dependence of the spin-wave intensities of A- a
O-branches at a fixed transfer energyDE5Ei2Ef .

Figure 2~a! shows the dispersion relations of spin wav
at 10 K for x50.30. Error bars correspond to the full-widt
at half-maximum~FWHM! of peak profiles including the
instrumental resolution. The spin waves of the A-branch
well defined in the low momentum~q! and low energy trans-
fer region. However, the O-branch exhibits a large broad
ing even at the magnetic zone center. Thel-dependence of
the constant energy scan atDE520 meV is shown in Fig.
3~a!. As expected, the A- and O-branches exhibit intens
maxima atl 55n and l 5 5

2 (2n11). Solid and dotted curves
are fitting to theoretical calculations, which are described
the next section.

Figure 2~b! shows the dispersion relations forx50.35.
The dispersion curves of both the A- and O-branches bec
slightly steeper than those ofx50.30, indicating that the
in-plane magnetic interactionJi increases only gradually
However, the gap between the A- and O-branches beco
almost half of that atx50.30. Since the gap corresponds
the out-of-plane magnetic interactionJ' , this result indi-
cates thatJ' decreases considerably. More quantitati
analyses will be made in the following sections. We ha
4-3
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K. HIROTA et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 064414
FIG. 2. Dispersion relations of spin waves at 10 K for~a! x
50.30,~b! x50.35,~c! x50.40, and~d! x50.48. Error bars corre-
spond to the FWHM of observed peak profiles. A typical resolut
function projected onto theq[h00]-E plane is drawn in~d! as a gray
ellipsoid. Solid circles and open circles indicate the acoustic bra
and the optical branch, respectively. Solid and dotted curves
obtained by fitting to theoretical models described in Sec. IV. N
that the (11q 0 5) data forx50.40 are not used for the fitting.
06441
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FIG. 3. Differential cross sections along the out-of-plane dir
tion, which were obtained from thel-dependence of the constantE
scans. The solid and open circles indicate intensities of the aco
and optical branches, respectively. Solid and dotted curves are
tained by fitting to theoretical models described in Sec. IV. T
acoustic branch is dominant at~1 0 0! and ~1 0 5!, and the optical
branch is dominant at~1 0 2.5! and ~1 0 7.5!.
4-4
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SPIN DYNAMICAL PROPERTIES AND ORBITAL . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 064414
also noticed that the spin waves are fairly well defined be
20 meV, and that they becomes significantly broad above
meV, even in the constant energy scans. Thel-dependence a
DE511 meV are shown in Fig. 3~b!.

Figure 2~c! shows the dispersion relations forx50.40.
Part of the data has been already reported.38 The
l-dependence atDE55 meV are shown in Fig. 3~c!. Fol-
lowing the tendency betweenx50.30 and 0.35, the disper
sion curves become steeper and the gap becomes sm
Typical peak profiles of the spin wave of thex50.40 sample
are shown in Fig. 4. Measurement configurations are give
the figures. Figure 4~a! shows constantE scans taken a
DE55, 10, and 15 meV along the@100# direction around
~1 0 0!. Peaks are nearly symmetrical around the~1 0 0! zone
center as expected for longitudinal constantE scans. Thick
gray lines indicate calculatedQ widths at DE55 and 10
meV. Energy spectra taken by the constantQ method are
shown in Figs. 4~b! and 4~c!. Thick gray lines indicate cal-
culated E widths for DE55 meV at (1.10 0 0) and
10 meV at (1.12 0 0). As shown in Figs. 4~a! and 4~b!,
comparison of the peak profiles and the resolution shows
the spin wave is well defined in a lowq range. However, Fig.
2~c! shows the energy width exhibits anomalous broaden
near the zone boundary, which was reported by Fujiokaet
al.38 The constantQ scan at (1.50 0 0) shows a pea
around 22 meV on a much broader peak. As is clear from
scans at the zone center, the 22 meV peak is assigned
optical phonon branch. Furukawa and Hirota45 investigated
this broadening from both theoretical and experimental po
of view, and ascribed it to a strong magnon-phonon coupl
Let us consider a dispersionless optical phonon branc
\V0, and a spin-wave dispersion\v(q). When a magnon
with momentumq has energyv(q).V0, it is possible to
find an inelastic channel to decay into a magnon-phonon
with momentumq8 andq2q8, respectively, which satisfie
the energy conservation law,v(q)5v(q8)1V0. This decay
channel gives rise to an abrupt broadening of the linewi
of the spin-wave branch which crosses the optical phono

Figure 2~d! shows the dispersion relations forx50.48.
The l-dependence of the constant energy scan atDE
55 meV are shown in Fig. 3~d!. The two branches mea
sured at (11q 0 5) and (11q 0 2.5) nearly degenerate
Unlike x50.30, 0.35, and 0.40,x50.48 has the A-type AFM
~AFM-I ! structure, resulting in a fundamental difference
the spin-wave dispersion. We will discuss this difference
detail in the next section.

As pointed out by Furukawa and Hirota, there exists
optical phonon branch aroundDE520 meV forx50.40 as
shown in Fig. 4~c!, which we have also confirmed for th
other compositions we studied in the present work. We h
noticed that the linewidths of spin waves above this char
teristic energy of 20 meV become significantly broad, wh
is consistent with the strong magnon-phonon coupling mo
mentioned above. Khaliullin and Kilian46 considered an or-
bitally degenerate double-exchange system coupled to Ja
Teller active phonons, which explains the softening of s
waves at the zone boundary found in various ferromagn
manganese oxides. Their model could be applicable to
anomalous broadening of the spin waves of LSMO327, p
06441
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ticularly near the zone boundary. Very recently, Chabouss
et al.47 measured the spin-wave dispersion throughout
Brillouin zone for theirx50.40 sample using time-of-fligh
~TOF! spectrometers at the ISIS pulsed spallation neut

FIG. 4. Typical profiles of the spin wave at 10 K for thex
50.40 sample.~a! ConstantE scans of the acoustic branch at th
energy transfers ofDE55, 10, and 15 meV along the@100# direc-
tion at ~1 0 0!. Solid curves are fit to a double Gaussian. Thick gr
lines indicate calculatedQ widths atDE55 and 10 meV.~b! Con-
stantQ scans at (1.10 0 0)~acoustic! and (1.12 0 2.5),~optical!.
Lines are guides to the eye.~c! ConstantQ scans of the acoustic
branch at (1.20 0 0) and (1.50 0 0)~zone boundary!. An optical
phonon branch is shown in the energy spectrum at (1.00 0
~zone center!. Thick gray lines in~b! and ~c! indicate calculatedE
widths for DE55 meV at (1.10 0 0), 10 meV at (1.12 0 0)
and 22 meV at (1 0 0). Overall energy spectra through out
zone are published as anE2q contour map in Ref. 45
4-5
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K. HIROTA et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 064414
source. The effective magnetic exchange interactions t
obtained are consistent with previous measurements don
triple-axis spectrometers at research reactors in relati
small transfer energies.38,39 Although they did not seem to
notice broadening aroundDE'20 meV, this may be due to
difference between the triple-axis and TOF methods, latte
which measures a scattering function along certain traje
ries in theQ2E space and does not give exact constanQ
scans. It is, however, clear from their results that the s
wave is observable near the zone boundary along@jj0#
where the dispersion reaches 80 meV. We thus believe th
is a strong magnon-phonon coupling which principa
broadens the spin wave aroundDE'20 meV. In the presen
paper, we have combined constantQ and E scans to effi-
ciently measure the dispersion relations, which is our p
ciple target of the present work. ConstantE scans are par
ticularly useful to avoid contamination from dispersionle
optical phonon branches. To further investigate this iss
however, it is necessary to measure the energy width
variousq utilizing constantQ scans, which we plan to carr
out in the next step.

IV. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS

In order to analyze the experimental results of the sp
wave dispersion relation and the scattering cross sectio
LSMO327, we start with the Heisenberg model whered
electrons in a Mn ion are treated as a localized spin. In
FM ~A-type AFM! structure for LSMO327 withx50.3,
0.35, and 0.4 (x50.48), a magnetic unit cell includes tw
~four! Mn ions termedA andB (A, B, C, andD). Between
Mn ions, three kinds of exchange interactions, i.e., in-pla
Ji , intra-bilayerJ' , and inter-bilayerJ8 exchange interac
tions are introduced. A schematic picture is shown in Fig
The Hamiltonian is given by

H5
1

2 (
i l

Sl~r i l !H Ji(
d i

Sl~r i l 1di!1J'(
d'

Sl'~r i l 1d'!

1J8(
d8

Sl 8~r i l 1d8!J , ~1!

whereSl(r i l ) is the spin operator at thel th Mn ion in thei th
unit cell and r i l is the position of the ion. Spin quantum
number is assumed to beS52(12x)1 3

2 x with the hole con-
centrationx. l'5 l 85(B,A) for l 5(A,B) in the FM struc-
ture and l'5(B,D,A,C) and l 85(D,C,B,A) for l
5(A,B,C,D) in the A-type AFM structure.di , d' and d8
indicate the vectors connecting the NN Mn ions;di5
(6a,0,0) and (0,6a,0) wherea is the distance between NN
Mn ions in the ab plane. d'5(0,0,c') and d85(6a/2,
6a/2,2c8) for l 5B and D, and d'5(0,0,2c') and d8
5(6a/2,6a/2,c8) for l 5A and C, where c' and c8 are
distances between NN MnO2 layers and NN bilayers, respec
tively. By applying the Holstein–Primakoff transformation
Eq. ~1!, the Hamiltonian is rewritten as follows:

H5(
k

c†~k!«~k!c~k!. ~2!
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c(k)5(ak ,bk) for the FM structure and c(k)
5(ak ,bk

† ,ck ,dk
†) for the A-type AFM structure, whereak ,

bk , ck anddk are the boson operators for the spin operat
SA, SB, SC andSD, respectively.«(k) is given by

«~k!5S x y

y* xD , ~3!

with

x524JiS$12 1
2 ~cosakx1cosaky!%2J'S24J8S, ~4!

and

y5J'Seikzc'14J8ScosS akx

2 D cosS aky

2 Deikzc8, ~5!

for the FM structure, and

«~k!5S X Y* Z

Y X Z*

Z* X Y

Z Y* X
D , ~6!

with

X524JiS$12 1
2 ~cosakx1cosaky!%1J'S24J8S, ~7!

Y5J'Seikzc', ~8!

and

Z54J8ScosS akx

2 D cosS aky

2 Deikzc8, ~9!

for the A-type AFM structure. By utilizing the canonica
transformation of the Hamiltonian Eq.~2!, the dispersion re-
lations of the spin waves are obtained. On an equal foot
the differential scattering cross section for the inelas
neutron scattering from spin wave is given by

d2s

dV dv8
5

ge2

mc2S 1

2
gF~Q! D 2k8

k
e22W(Q)N

S

8(
l l 8m

(
qG

$d~v

2vq
m!d~Q2G2q!~11nq

m!Ulm
† ~q!Uml8~q!

1d~v1vq
m!d~Q2G1q!nq

mUlm~q!Uml8
†

~q!%,

~10!

whereq andvq
m are the momentum and energy of spin wa

of the modem, respectively, andnq
m51/(ebvq

m
21) is a Bose

factor with temperatureT51/b. U(q) is a matrix introduced
in the canonical transformation.Q5k i2k f is the momentum
transfer, wherek i andk f are the momenta of the incident an
scattered neutrons.G is a reciprocal lattice vector.F(Q) and
W(Q) are the magnetic structure factor and the Deby
Waller factor, respectively.

The experimental results of the dispersion relation and
differential scattering cross section in LSMO327 are fitted
4-6
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utilizing the least-squares method. The calculated results
shown in Figs. 2 and 3 together with the experimental d
Note that the dispersion relation along@h 0 0# and the
cross section along@0 0 l # are sensitive toJi , J' , andJ8.
In the case ofx50.3, 0.35, and 0.4, the A- and O-branch
are well separated. These two correspond to the in-phase
out-of phase motions of spins in NN MnO2 layers. The en-
ergy separation between the two branches at the pointG and
the stiffness constant of the A-branch in theab plane are
given by 22S(J'14J8) and D52SJi , respectively. The
intensity oscillations along@0 0 l # are factorized by the
functions 11cos(c'qz) and 12cos(c'qz) for the A- and
O-branches, respectively, wherec' is approximately 1/5 of
c, the lattice constant along thec axis. This is attributed to
the spin correlation between NN MnO2 layers controlled by
J' . Additional fine structures in the intensity are caused
J8. In the A-type AFM structure, on the contrary, four mod
of the spin wave exist and separate into the A- a
O-branches corresponding to the in-phase and out-of p
motions of spins between NN bilayers. Here, each branc
doubly degenerate and the energy separation between
two is of the order ofJ8. SinceJ8;Ji/1000 atx50.48, as
mentioned later, they cannot be observed separately in
periments. An intensity oscillation along@0 0 l# is factorized
by a function 12cos(c'qz) originating from the antiferro-
magnetic spin alignment between the NN MnO2 layers.

The x dependence of the exchange interactions is sho
in Fig. 5. All interactions systematically change withx; with

FIG. 5. ~a! x dependence of the exchange interactions obtai
by analyses of the dispersion relations and the scattering cross
tions in the inelastic neutron scattering experiments.~b! x depen-
dence of the ratio of the exchange interactionsJ' andJi .
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increasingx from 0.3, uJiu increases andJ' rapidly ap-
proaches zero then changes its sign from negative to p
tive. uJ8u decreases with increasingx, and its value is 100–
1000 times smaller thanuJiu anduJ'u. The systematic chang
of the interactions correlates with that of the distortion
MnO6 octahedra represented byDJT, which continuously de-
creases from 1.035 atx50.30 to 1.005 atx50.50.28 This is,
however, contrary to what expected from the conventio
double-exchange scenario:uJiu is reduced with increasingx
because, in the strong Hund-coupling limit, the magnitude
the double-exchange interaction is proportional to the h
ping integral between Mn ions, thus to the Mn–O bo
length. Therefore, a structural change itself cannot acco
for that of the exchange interactions. Let us taking into
count the orbital degree of freedom in a Mn ion.
LSMO327 with the hole concentrationx, 12x electrons oc-
cupy the twoeg orbitals. The character of the occupied o
bital controls the anisotropy of the hopping integral of ele
trons, i.e., that of the ferromagnetic double exchan
interaction. The systematic change of the exchange inte
tions can be explained by assuming that the 3dx22y2 orbital
is relatively stabilized with increasingx. The exchange inter-
action between Mn ions is a sum of the ferromagne
double-exchange interaction and the antiferromagnetic
perexchange interaction (JAFM) acting betweent2g spins.
The more thedx22y2 orbital is stabilized, the more the ferro
magnetic interaction becomes strong in theab plane and
weak along thec axis. ThenJAFM overcomes the ferromag
netic interaction along thec axis as shown in the region o
x50.4–0.48. This assumption for the orbital stability is co
sistent with thex dependentDJT,28,34,35and is supported by
the previous theoretical work where the stability of the orb
als is examined by the Madelung potential calculation.48,49

V. DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY

Let us discuss possible orbital states in LSMO327 w
0.3<x,0.5 and its relation to the anisotropy of the ferr
magnetic interaction in more detail. The orbital state at e
Mn ion is represented by the pseudo-spin operator define

Tim5
1

2 (
sgg8

digs
† smdig8s , ~11!

for m5(x,z). digs is the annihilation operator for theeg
electron at sitei with spin s and orbitalg, and sm are the
Pauli matrices. In the eigen state ofTiz51(2)1/2, an elec-
tron occupies thed3z22r 2 (dx22y2) orbital at sitei. Tiz (Tix)
describes the charge quadrupole moment with tetrago
~orthorhombic! symmetries and couples with the lattic
distortion with the same symmetry;

HJT52g (
im5x,z

TimQim , ~12!

whereQiz andQix describe displacements of the O ions in
MnO6 octahedron. The orbital ordered state is characteri
by a magnitude and an angle of this operator, i.e.,u^T&u
5A^Tx&

21^Tz&
2 andQ5tan21(^Tx&/^Tz&) where^•••& is a

d
ec-
4-7
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thermal average. For example, in the (d3x22r 2,d3y22r 2)-type
orbital ordered state in LaMnO3, we obtainQ52p/3 and
22p/3 for the Mn sites where thed3x22r 2 and d3y22r 2 or-
bitals are occupied, respectively.

As mentioned in the previous section, a relative weight
the occupieddx22y2 orbital increases continuously with in
creasingx from 0.3 to 0.48 in LSMO327 where the cryst
structure remains tetragonal (I4/mmm). That is, ^Tz(k
50)& is gradually reduced while keeping the conditio
^Tx(k50)&50 whereT(k)51/N( ie

ik•r iT i with the number
of Mn ions N and the position of thei th ion r i . This cannot
be satisfied by a uniform orbital ordered state, where a
ticular orbital state characterized byQ occupies all Mn sites.
This is because the change of the orbital state is represe
by the rotation of^T& in the ^Tz&-^Tx& plane. One might
think that the experimental results are explained with
antiferro-type orbital ordered state, in which the conditi
QA52QB is satisfied in the orbital space for theA and B
sublattices. However, this is ruled out by the experimen
fact that the expected superlattice reflection was not repo
in 0.3<x,0.5 by the x-ray and electron diffractions.50,51

One of the possible orbital states realized in LSMO327
an orbital liquid state. This state was originally proposed
the ferromagnetic metallic state of LSMO113 in Ref. 5
where the ordered states of bothTz andTx are suppressed b
the low-dimensional character of orbital fluctuations. In t
case of LSMO327,̂ Tz& is finite due to the layered crysta

FIG. 6. ~a! Theoretical results of the exchange interactions ra
R5J' /Ji . Ji and J' are the exchange interactions between N
Mn sites in theab plane and along thec direction, respectively.
~inset! Dz is the splitting of the energy levels of thed3z22r 2 and
dx22y2 states.~b! Relative number of occupied electrons in twoeg

orbitals 2̂ Tz&.
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structure. On the other hand,Tix does not show ordering an
symmetry for the charge distribution remains tetragona
each Mn site. In order to formulate this orbital state, let
start with the Hamiltonian where the intra-site Coulomb
teractions in Mn ions are taken into account;

H5 (
^ i j &s

~ t i j
gg8d̃igs

† d̃ j g8s1H.c.!2JH(
i

Si•St i1Dz(
i

Tiz ,

~13!

where d̃igs5digs(12nigs̄)(12ni ḡs)(12ni ḡs̄) is the anni-
hilation operator of aneg electron excluding the doubly oc

o

FIG. 7. Schematic pictures of the charge distribution foreg elec-
trons in the case of~a! Dz520.4, ~b! 0, and~c! 0.4.
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cupied states of electrons due to the strong Coulomb in
action.Si is the spin operator for aneg electron defined by
Si5

1
2 (ss8gdigs

† sss8digs8 and St i is the spin operator fort2g

electrons withS53/2. The first and second terms in Eq.~13!
represent the hopping ofeg electrons between NN Mn site
and the Hund-coupling betweeneg and t2g spins, respec-
tively. The splitting between the energy levels of thed3z22r 2

anddx22y2 orbitals due to a tetragonal distortion of a MnO6
octahedron is represented byDz in the third term asDz
5«3z22r 22«x22y2. It is shown from the theoretical calcula
tion in Ref. 49 thatDz monotonically increases with increas
ing x for LSMO327 and its maximum value is of the order
0.5 eV. Instead of considering the actual crystal structure
LSMO327, a pair of the 2D sheets, where a squared lat
consists of Mn ions is employed because of the weak in
bilayer exchange interaction. We adopt the slave-bo
scheme whered̃igs is decomposed into a product of oper
tors: d̃igs5 f i

†t igsis where f i and sis are bosonic operator
for charge and spin degrees of freedom, respectively, andt ig
is a fermionic one for orbital associated with the constra
of (ssis

† sis5(gt ig
† t ig and f i

†f i1(ssis
† sis51 at each site.53

The mean field approximation is introduced;^ f i
†f j&5x and

(s^sis
† sj s&5(12x)« i j with « i j 51(2)1 for a ferromag-

netic ~antiferromagnetic! bond in the orbital part of the
mean-field Hamiltonian. It is well known that the slav
boson mean-field approximation is suitable for describing
spin liquid state.54 The ratio of the ferromagnetic exchang
interaction along thec-axis to that in theab plane is given by
R5J' /Ji5xc /xab with x l5(gg8^t ig

† t i 1 lg8& for l 5ab and
c. The results are shown in Fig. 6~a! whereJH is assumed to
be infinite andt0 is the hopping integral between thed3z22r 2

orbitals in thec axis.R continuously decreases with increa
ing Dz implying thatdx22y2 orbital becomes stable relatively
This feature does not depend on the hole concentrationnh in
the calculation. SinceDz is expected to continuously increas
with increasingx in LSMO327, the results in Fig. 6~a! ex-
plain the experimental results presented in Fig. 5~b!. TheDz
T
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tu

s

t

sh

.
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B
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dependence of̂Tz& are shown in Fig. 6~b!. We note that̂Tx&
is zero. It is clearly shown that the continuous change ofR is
controlled by the character of the occupied orbital. We a
present the schematic pictures of the spatial distribution
the electronic charge at a Mn site in Fig. 7 for the propos
orbital liquid state. The charge distributions have tetrago
symmetry and are not represented by any linear combina
of the atomic wave functions of thed3z22r 2 and dx22y2

orbitals.
To summarize, we have systematically studied lo

temperature spin dynamics of the double-layered perovs
La222xSr112xMn2O7 (0.3<x,0.5). The acoustic and opti
cal branches of the 2D spin-wave dispersion relations as
as characteristic intensity oscillations along the out-of-pla
direction are successfully explained theoretically assum
the Heisenberg models with the in-plane (Ji), intra-bilayer
(J'), and inter-bilayer (J8) exchange interactions. We hav
found that the ratioR5J' /Ji drastically decreases upo
doping holes, which indicates that thedx22y2 orbital be-
comes more stable than thed3z22r 2 orbital. Note that a
simple linear combination of the two states results in an
bital state with an orthorhombic symmetry, inconsistent w
the I4/mmm tetragonal symmetry of La222xSr112xMn2O7.
Thus we have introduced an ‘‘orbital liquid’’ state, in whic
the symmetry of the charge distribution is kept tetrago
around each Mn site.
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